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Subject verb agreement paragraph exercise with answers

Subjects and Verbs agreement is a must for any sentence. Remember That The (Subject–Verb Agreement) Rules. If the subject is singular, the verb must be singular too. If the subject is plural, the verb must also be plural. … When there is one subject and more than one verb, the verbs
throughout the sentence must agree with the subject. A Verb must agree with its Subject in Number and Person. . The verb must agree with the Subject when the Subject is the combination of two or more nouns or pronouns joined by ‘and’. When the Subject is formed by the conjunctions
such as ‘with’ as well as, along with etc…’ the verb should be in singular form. Two singular Subjects connected by ‘or’ or ‘nor’ require a singular verb. The words ‘many, neither, many a, each, everyone, every etc..’ require only singular verbs. When the Subjects, joined by ‘or’ or ‘nor’, the
verb agrees with the Subject which is near to the verb. Subject and Verb Agreement Video Test Solution Online In Urdu START QUIZ Learning Objectives Identify and use verbs to match the subject of a sentence Figure 1. When double checking for tense agreement, ask yourself, “Who (or
what) is doing the action of the verb?”. The basic idea behind sentence agreement is pretty simple: all the parts of your sentence should match (or agree). Verbs need to agree with their subjects in number (singular or plural) and in person (first, second, or third). In order to check agreement,
you simply need to find the verb and ask who or what is doing the action of that verb. For example: I really am (first-person singular) vs. We really are (first-person plural) The boy sings (third-person singular) vs. The boys sing (third-person plural) Compound subjects are plural, and their
verbs should agree. Look at the following sentence for an example: A pencil, a backpack, and a notebook were issued to each student. Verbs will never agree with nouns that are in phrases. To make verbs agree with their subjects, follow this example: The direction of the three plays is the
focus of my talk. The subject of “my talk” is the direction, not plays, so the verb should be singular. In the English language, verbs usually come after subjects. But when this order is reversed, the writer must make the verb agree with the subject, not with a noun that happens to precede it.
For example: Beside the house stand sheds filled with tools. The subject is sheds; it is plural, so the verb must be stand. Work through these slides to learn a few tips that will help you always get correct subject-verb agreement. Consistency One of the most common grammatical mistakes in
writing is a lack of tense consistency. Writers often start a sentence in one tense but ended up in another. Look back at that sentence. Do you see the error? The first verb start is in the present tense, but ended is in the past tense. The correct version of the sentence would be “Writers often
start a sentence in one tense but end up in another.” These mistakes often occur when writers change their minds halfway through writing the sentence, or when they come back and make changes but only end up changing half the sentence. It is very important to maintain a consistent
tense, not just in a sentence but across paragraphs and pages. Decide if something happened, is happening, or will happen and then stick with that choice. Read through the following paragraphs. Can you spot the errors in tense? Type your corrected passage in the text frame below: If you
want to pick up a new outdoor activity, hiking is a great option to consider. It’s a sport that is suited for a beginner or an expert—it just depended on the difficulty of hikes you choose. However, even the earliest beginners can complete difficult hikes if they pace themselves and
were physically fit. Not only is hiking an easy activity to pick up, it also will have some great payoffs. As you walked through canyons and climbed up mountains, you can see things that you wouldn’t otherwise. The views are breathtaking, and you will get a great opportunity to meditate on
the world and your role in it. The summit of a mountain is unlike any other place in the world. Check your understanding of subject-verb agreement in the following interactive. Contribute! Did you have an idea for improving this content? We’d love your input. Improve this pageLearn More If
the subject of a sentence (e.g. “I”) doesn’t match the verb (e.g. “are”), we say that the subject and the verb don’t agree. In other words, you have a subject-verb-agreement mistake (SVA), which is a common mistake for English language learners.I are happy. (= the subject and verb do not
agree)I am happy. (= the subject and the verb agree) I made the above worksheet for my college students in an English for Academic Purposes (EAP) program. Students, you can do the practice exercises below.A Review of Subject Verb Agreement RulesIn English, if the subject of a verb
is the third-person singular (He/She/It), then the verb will have an ‘s‘ at its end. Here’s an example with the verb like:I like it. (First person singular)You like it. (Second person singular)He likes it / She likes it / It likes it. (Third person singular)We like it. (First person plural)They like it. (First
person plural)You like it. (First person plural)This is the rule for all verbs (jump/walk/read/etc).Exception: BEWith the BE Verb, the first person singular is changed to ‘am‘ (present) and ‘was‘ (past), and the third person singular becomes ‘is‘ (present)’ and ‘was‘ (past). See the table below.BE
– presentBE – pastI am here. (First person singular)You are here. (Second person singular)He is here / She is here / It is here. (Third person singular)We are here. (First person plural)They are here. (Second person plural)You are here. (Third person plural)I was here. (First person
singular)You were here. (Second person singular)He was here / She was here / It was here. (Third person singular)We were here. (First person plural)They were here. (First person plural)You were here. (First person plural)Singular & Plural?A singular noun is just one thing. It is a single
thing. Here are singular nouns in the third person:A dog (is …)A candle (burns …)The boy  (has…)The world  (turns…)Uncountable nouns also use the same verbs as singular nouns. For example:Love (is…)Wine (tastes…)The water in the lake (feels…)A plural noun is more than one thing.
These plural subjects are the same as “They”.Dogs (are…)Two candles (burn…)The boys (have…)People (live…)Two singular nouns connected by AND makes a plural subject.The man and the woman live here. (The man + the woman = they)The reason she came here and the reason I
came here are different. (two reasons = they)Advanced Rules with Subject Verb AgreementHere are some hints for the advanced exercises:1. The closest word to the verb is not always the subject.The leader of the students has long hair.The head noun of the phrase is “The leader.” The
prepositional phrase “of the students” modifies the subject. The full subject is The leader of the students. Is subject singular or plural? It’s singular (one), and the third person (the leader = she/he).The bird in the trees was beautiful.Similarly, the subject is the bird in the trees. This is one
thing, so the verb will be ‘was’, not ‘were’.The man who bought a hundred houses is rich.Again, the subject is ‘The man (who bought a hundred houses)‘. To find the subject, just look at the verb and ask yourself (what) is rich? The answer is the man (not the houses) is rich.2. In inverted
sentences, the verb agrees with the noun that comes after it.An inverted sentence is when the subject comes after the verb. For example:There is a problem. (verb = is , singular subject = a problem)Here are your glasses. (verb = are, plural subject = your glasses)Now comes the difficult
part. (verb = comes, singular subject = the difficult part)How important are the price, location, and size? (verb = are, plural subjects = price/location/size)3. Everyone/Someone/Anyone/No one/etc are singular subjects.Everyone refers to every single person. These subjects agree with a verb
in the third-person singular form.Everyone is hungry.Somebody lives here.4. Phrases in parentheses () or between commas are not part of the subject.The man, in addition to his daughter, lives here. (subject = the man)The man (in addition to his daughter) lives here. (subject = the man)The
house, which has several windows, is in the countryside.There are several other rules as well that are not listed above. Try the exercises below and if you have any questions, please leave a comment.Subject Verb Agreement ExercisesSubject Verb Agreement – BeginnerMy
teacher isare funny. He likeslike to tell jokes. I think his jokes isare funny, and my friends agreesagree.  Most of the students in my class isare boys. There isare not many girls in my school who isare my age. It isare weird. My friend hashave a girlfriend. My parents always asksask me if I
have a girlfriend, by my answer isare always “No.”Subject Verb Agreement – IntermediateEveryone hashave problems in life. Countries also hashave problems, and so doesdo the world. One of the greatest problems isare the growing population. The population in some
countries isare huge. Both India and China hashave populations of over one billion people.  Both isare growing, too.A few of my friends ownsown cars. One of my friends isare rich. Much of his money comescome from his parents. His parents runsrun three companies that sellssell products.
I don’t know what kind of products the companies dealsdeal with or who their customers isare.Subject Verb Agreement – AdvancedA number of my friends loveslove riding bicycles, but neither my brother nor my sister ownsown a bicycle. At 4 o’clock, either my mother or father isare coming
to pick me up (in a car).The pair of shoes on the floor isare mine. The shoes waswere made in Italy. The 300 dollars I spent on them waswere worth it.Finding a job where you can learn new skills takestake a lot of effort. I have been looking for six months. Six months isare a long time. Not
even one company that I applied to hashave responded.A lot of chicken isare eaten in America. As a consequence, a lot of chickens isare raised on farms. I know this because I study agriculture and economics. In fact, economics isare my favourite subject. I think that it, along with
agriculture, isare fascinating.A photograph of two children sitssit on the desk. Outside, there isare people and a cat on the street. Sitting on the roof of a building isare a big crow.How useful this website and many other free ones for studying English isare ! This website (which I think is better
than some others) waswere founded in 2011.Find a mistake? Have a question? Leave a comment below.Englishcurrent.com endorses Grammarly as a learning tool.— Subject Verb Agreement Worksheet & Exercises created by Matthew Barton (copyright) of Englishcurrent.com English
Current recommends Grammarly as a learning tool to reduce English mistakes. If you found this page helpful, consider a donation to our hosting bill to show your support!
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